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1. INTRODUCTION 

Our goal in this paper is to merge several central ideas in economic 
theory: strategic behavior (incentive compatibility), differential (or incom- 
plete) information, and the Arrow-Debreu model of general equilibrium. 
By strategic behavior we refer to the literature which models economic 
institutions as games in strategic form and uses Nash equilibrium as the 
solution concept. This literature, motivated by informational decen- 
tralization questions, deals not with a single economic environment and a 
single game, but rather considers a class of environments and a strategic 
outcome function (game form) which is applied uniformly to this class. 
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The differential information economy model used here is a simplified ver- 
sion of the model introduced in Postlewaite and Schmeidler [15]. That 
paper also contains motivation, interpretation, and examples of the model. 
Myerson [lo] contains an exposition of Harsanyi’s [4] model of differen- 
tial information and Harsanyi-Nash (Bayesian) equilibria, and other 
results including the revelation principle. Several of the results proved i 
this paper extends to differential information economies results o 
implementation via Nash equilibria in the complete information framework 
presented in Maskin [7] and Hurwicz, Maskin, and Postlewaite [4]. For 
exposition of these and other results for complete information see the sur- 
veys by Maskin [S] and Postlewaite [15]. 

Our model of a pure exchange economy differs from the Arrow-Debreu 
model in that an agent’s characteristics include, in addition to his endow- 
ment and preferences, a specification of his information. This is done by 
making initial endowments and preferences random variables on a set sf 
(Savage) states of nature. An agent’s information structure is then given by 
a partition of the states of nature. When a state of nature occurs, each 
agent is informed of the event in his partition containing this state. This 
description of an agent’s information is incomplete. Since we are consider- 
ing strategic behavior, an agent is concerned not only with which states of 
nature he can distinguish, but also which states can be distinguished by 
others, since others’ behavior, which is a function of their information, 
affects him. Thus a complete specification of information must include 
information about others’ information, others’ information about others’ 
information, and so on. We assume the partitions are common knowledge, 
thus all relevant information for an agent is captured by the event contain- 
ing the true state of nature. 

If any agent can distinguish two states, all agents’ allocations may differ 
in these two states. An agent who must make a dicision without being able 
to distinguish the states must trade off his welfare in these two states. 
Hence we are in a cardinal framework. Thus probability and von 
Neumann-Morgenstern utilities are included in the description of agents’ 
characteristics as presented in detail in the next section. 

The model of a differential information economy is quite flexible in its 
interpretation. One particular interpretation is of interest. Consider a su 
set of neoclassical economies with n agents, i.e., n-tuples of preferences an 
endowments. Each such economy is a trivial differential information 
economy with a single state of nature; each agent knows the entire vector 
of characteristics. We can associate with each economy a distinct state of 
nature and let each agent’s information structure be such that all states of 
nature can be distinguished. The collection of trivial differential information 
economies becomes a single differential information economy itself in this 
way. 
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The literature on implementation via Nash equilibria in complete infor- 
mation economies begins with the notion of a social welfare correspon- 
dence (or performance correspondence) which associates a non-empty set 
of allocations with each economy in a given set. In a differential infor- 
mation economy an allocation maps states of the world to the usual (com- 
plete information) allocations. A social welfare correspondence, then, is a 
collection of differential information allocations. 

In the complete information framework the problem of implementation 
is to design a strategic outcome function whose Nash equilibria for any 
economy coincide with the allocations prescribed by the social welfare 
correspondence. Here we want to design a strategic outcome function for a 
differential information economy such that the set of the Bayes equilibrium 
allocations coincide with the social welfare correspondence. 

One of the contributions of this paper is to provide a unified framework 
in which both differential information and the complete information Nash 
implementation approach can be accommodated. We described above how 
a set of complete information economies comprise a single differential 
information economy. A differential information equilibrium of this dif- 
ferential information economy assigns a Nash equilibrium to each complete 
information economy. Hence implementation for differential information 
economies subsumes implementation via Nash equilibria for complete 
information economies. 

The concept of implementation mentioned above is stronger than that 
used in many economic models. We ask that the se? of equilibrium (state 
dependent) allocations coincide with some predetermined set. In other 
models a weaker condition is sometimes required, namely that a given 
allocation be an equilibrium of a particular game, with the possibility that 
there are other equilibria as well. A standard technique is to consider a 
revelation game and maximize some objective function subject to the con- 
straints that no agent has an incentive to lie. This technique does assure 
that the resulting outcome will be an equilibrium of some game; however, 
there may be others as well. This problem is sometimes dismissed with an 
argument that as long as truthful revelation is an equilibrium, it will 
somehow be the salient equilibrium even if there are other equilibria as 
well. We will present an example which we believe shows the weakness of 
this argument. 

EXAMPLE. There are three agents 1, 2, and 3 and two states of nature 
o1 and w2. All agents believe the two states to be equally likely; agent 1 
cannot distinguish the two states while agents 2 and 3 can. There are three 
alternatives, a, b, and c and the (state dependent) preferences for w1 are 

bP,cP,a and aP,bP,c i=2, 3. 
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For o2 the preferences are 

a P, c P, h and bP,aP,c , i=2.3. 

Suppose our objective is to maximize Mr. l’s welfare subject to incentive 
compatibility constraints. If we consider revelation games we can see that 
we are able to obtain (b, a) (b in state o1 and a in state w2) as a state 
dependent outcome. To see this consider the revelation game which 
prescribes b when agents 2 and 3 announce wl, prescribes a when they 
announce cciZ, and prescribe c when they announce different states. Truth is 
trivially an equilibrium; either agent deviating unilaterally can only achieve 
c, the worst outcome for him. Note that since agent I has no information 
he is a passive player in the revelation game and can be ignored. 

There is a problem that arises with the above game. Not only is (h. CL) an 
equilibrium, but so is (a, b); this is the outcome which arises when each 
agent announces the state opposite of that which he observes. It is an 
equilibrium for the same reason that truthful revelation is an equilibrium. 
The difficulty is that not only is there an equilibrium other than (b, a), but 
that the second equilibrium, (a, b), is preferred by both agents who have 
any information to reveal. Always telling the truth is an equilibrium and so 
is always lying. Always lying yields preferred outcomes to all those with 
nontrivial information. Is the truthful equilibrium the salient equilibrium? 

We would like to point out that it is not simply “bad design” that (a, h) 
is also an equilibrium. Any revelation game for which (b, a) is an 
equilibrium must also have (n, b) as an equilibrium. If we are not confident 
that, of these equilibria, the truthful equilibrium will be played, then we are 
forced to consider the entire set of equilibria. It is no longer true that we 
can restrict our attention to revelation games in this case. There are Sets of 
allocations which can be precisely the equilibrium set for some game, yet 
not be the equilibrium set for any revelation game In fact, we will show 
that there exists a non-revelation game for which in the example abeve. 
(6, n) is an equilibrium allocation and (a, b) is nof an equilibrium. 

Proposition 5 will give a sufficient condition for an eq~~~~br~~~ 
allocation of an arbitrary game to be such that the equilibrium set of the 
induced revelation game has no additional equilibria. The question of 
whether a given set of allocations (possibly a singleton) can be precisely the 
equilibrium set for some game is then addressed. Proposition 1 provides a 
necessary condition, monotonicity, for such implementation. This condition 
is essentially an extension of the monotonicity condition used by Maskin 
[I?] and Murwicz, Maskin, and Postlewaite [6] for complete information 
environments. Proposition 2 states that a slightly stronger form of 
monotonicity together with a condition on the collection of agents’ infor- 
mation structures is sufficient for a set of allocations to be implemented. 
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The extension of this result is discussed in Conjecture 4, where we suggest 
that if a set of allocations satisfy a stronger monotonicity condition and 
if every allocation in the set satisfies “self selection,” the set can be imple- 
mented. 

Monotonicity and self selection are necessary conditions for implemen- 
tation; stronger monotonicity and self selection are sufficient conditions. 

2. DEFFERENTIAL INFORMATION ECONOMY 

A pure exchange economy with differential information is a list 

The symbol T stands for an abstract set of n elements that represents the 
names of the economic agents. There are E Arrow-Debreu commodities in 
the economy and the consumption set is R’+, the nonnegative orthant of 
euclidean space of dimension I. Both T and I are fixed throughout this 
paper. 

Initial endowments are elements of R’+ and an agent’s preferences are 
represented by a von Neumann-Morgenstern (NM) utility function on R: 
which is assumed to be real-valued, continuous, quasiconcave, and increas- 
ing in the sense that an increase in all I coordinates increases the utility. 
Furthermore, for every utility function, U, u(w) = 0 iff w  = 0. The set of all 
such utility functions is denoted by U. 

Agents do not have complete information about basic parameters of the 
economy. Following Savage’s (neobayesian) paradigm, the uncertainty is 
represented by a set of “states of the world” denoted by Q. A state o in D 
resolves, by definition, all uncertainties for all agents, with the possible 
exception of the uncertainties inherent in the definition of Arrow-Debreu 
contingent commodities. Thus in the differential information (D.I.) 
framework for all t in T; tii,: 52 -+ R’+ and zi,: Q x R’+ -+ R, where 
a,(o, . ) E U for all o in Q (or equivalently 6, : 52 -P U). A certain 
measurability condition is imposed in the sequel on 8,. This condition 
implies that agent t knows the vector Gi,(w) before the act of exchange. 

According to the neobayesian paradigm, every economic agent has a 
(prior) probability distribution over 52. Since we are modeling differential 
information, one can think of a different prior for each t in T. We postulate 
here, for all t in T, the existence of a partition 17, of 52 and a conditional 
(posterior) probability P,: Gl x 17, -+ [O, 11. 
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DIl. Denote by .U the finest partition of Q which is coarser tbara 
each n,, t in T. Then every B in Ij’ is finite. 

This condition is not necessary but it considerably simplifies the presen- 
tation. Without it, appropriate o-fields have to be defined on Q, etc. 

If w  in Sz occurs, every agent t in T is informed of the element B, in his 
partition 17, which contains w. The element B of 17 which contains w  (and 
includes each B,) is common knowledge at co according to the definition of 
Aumann [ 11. 

For future use we introduce some notation and redefine this concept. 
For all t in IF define I,: Q -+ 2” by I,(w) = B, E Ip, such that w  E B,. Extend 
the definition of I, to 2O by I,(A) = U OE *It(w). Then B = I(w) is common 
knowledge at w  if 

where the union is over all finite applications of the operators i,, t E T 
according to some order t,, t,,... of agents in T. It is clear that 1(w) is 
independent of this order because I(w) E 17 and is a finite set by DPl. On a 
heuristic level it is assumed that e is common knowledge, i.e., every agent 
knows e, every agent knows that every agent knows e, every agent knows 
that every agent knows that every agent knows e, etc. 

The following condition is added mainly for the consistency of inter- 
pretation. 

DI2. For all w  in Q and all t in T: PJo, I,(w)) > 0. 

We now introduce the previously promised condition on the “random” 
variables G,(. ), t E T. 

13’. For all t in T, Gf: D -+ R’+ is measurable with respect to 
i.e., Gz is constant on each member of 17,. 

Another informational assumption is 

P4. For all w  in L? nttrIt(w)= {w>. 

The only purpose of this assumption is to simplify presentation. If no 
one in the economy can distinguish w  and w’ in Q they constitute one state 
of nature for all practical purposes. In a more involved model where the 
informational structure is not exogenously given and information can be 
acquired, such an assumption might be too restrictive. 

COUPLE 1. A special case of an economic environment is an environ 
ment such that for all t in T and for all w  in 92: I,(U) = {CO). Consider 
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further the following specifications: Q = RF x UT, and for all t in T, G,(o) 
and C,(o) are the corresponding projections of o. Hence a single incom- 
plete information environment e represents the class of pure exchange 
economies with cardinal utilities. It is referred to as common knowledge 
complete information economy. The most trivial special case is a complete 
information economy where #D = 1. 

The common knowledge complete information economy of Example 1 is 
a combination of all possible complete information economies. Thus a 
social welfare correspondence for a differential information economy is, as 
a special case, a social welfare correspondence for neoclassical economies. 
In general, the results proved in this model extend to the neoclassical 
economies case. 

The combination property is quite general. Given any collection of D.I. 
economies, with identical T and Z, they can be combined into one D.I. 
economy. This is done by performing the (disjoint) union of the states of 
the world (the omegas) and then appropriately redefining the partitions, 
the random initial endowments, etc. 

The condition DI3’ suffices for Proposition 1 which presents a necessary 
condition for implementation. But for the sufficiency result, Proposition 2, 
every agent has to know the aggregate initial endowment. It is easy to see 
that this implies that the aggregate initial endowment is constant over com- 
mon knowledge events. In notation, 

DI3”. C,, T GJo): 52 + W+ is n-measurable (i.e., measurable with 
respect to the algebra generated by n.) 

Instead of D13’ and D13” we will use the very restrictive condition: 

D13. For all t in T, @,,(*) is constant over 52. Denote it by We, and 
assume w, # 0. 

This condition is not necessary but it shortens considerably the presen- 
tation here, in particular that of strategic outcome functions. It calls for an 
elaboration. 

Suppose first that only D13’ is assumed. Economic institutions of 
exchange are represented by the concept of a strategic outcome function 
(SOF). Given a vector w  in RI+, the sets of acts or moves for an agent 
whose initial endowment is w  is denoted by the set S(w). The domain of a 
SOF f is S = U, E R lr X,, TS(wI). Its range is Ry . 

Partial informational decentralization is assumed in this work. This 
means only initial endowments of every agent, given w, is centrally known. 
So, on the one hand, an agent cannot choose an act inconsistent with his 
initial endowment, and on the other hand, for any o and any list of acts 
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s= (s~)~~~, the resulting (certain) allocation S(s) =x is feasible, i.e., 
c iE T X, 6 C,, T a,(w). The center is not assumed to know the occurring 
state o or to have any private information about w. 

From the agents’ point of view the SOF can be described as a function of 
w  in !2, since the initial endowments, and through them the available acts 
depend on o. One can formulate precisely, through measurability con- 
ditions, the information assumed to be centrally known, and impose the 
feasibility condition on the SOF J: For lack of space we will not do this 
here. We refer the reader to Postlewaite and Schmeidler [as]. 
after each of the two main results we will point out the adjustme 
if D13 is not assumed. 

Assuming D13 from now on, we have for each t in T a tixe 
A’,= S,(w,) of acts. We denote u’=C,,* wf, S=X,..S,, 
{XfR:TIC tET~l<ti~j andf:S-+A. 

The structure of strategic outcome functions is flexible eneough that we 
can combine several such functions into one without affecting their partial 
decentralization property. In other words, the situation where the same 
agents are trading simultaneously on several markets can be analyze 
those markets were one market. 

Given a D.I. economy e and a SOF f a strategy for agent t is a mapping 
f -+ S,. Given a T-list of strategies cf, agent z9s best response is a 
gy pr such that for all s, in S, and o in 4, 

3 ,,z,,, P,(w’, Z,(Qj)) I;,(o’gf,((a,(z,(c’))),~?, s,)P. 
T 

A list of strategies C* is termed a differential information equilibrium 
equilibrium) (or Harsanyi-Nash equilibrium or Bayesian equilibriu 
each agent’s strategy is a best response to PT*. Our model reduces to 
sanyi’s incomplete information game if Q is finite, the economic structure is 
deleted and agent’s utility given only w  and s is considered. Then, event B, 
in ZZ7, corresponds to a Harsanyi “type of agent” t. Note that although in 
our model every agent always plays a pure act, given w, he conceives the 
acts of others as mixed. This occurs when #Z,(w) > 1 and others’ strategies 
are not constant on Z,(w). 

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND SELF-SELECTION 

Given a D.I. economy e, a function 8: Q -+ A is termed a Z2.Z. allocation. 
We described above how a collection of complete information economies 
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can be considered a single D.I. economy. In this case a D.I. allocation 
corresponds to a social welfare (choice) function on the collection of com- 
plete information economies. A set F of D.I. allocations is termed a social 
welfare correspondence, SWC (given e). A SOF f (faithfully) implements F if 
F= (j(a(*)) ) d is a D.I. equilibrium for (e,f)>. We say a SWC F is 
implementable if there exists a SOF f which implements F. Given a T-list 
of strategies CT we denote a(o) = (a,(r,(w))),, T for o in 52. Also denote by 
C, agent t’s strategies and Z = X,, T C,. Given b1 and tr2 in E we term o3 in 
Z their common knowledge concatenation if for some Z7-measurable par- 
tition (a’, Q2) of Q, ~~(0) = ci(o), w  E 52’ for i= 1,2. Clearly, if b1 and o2 
are D.I. equilibria, so is any of their common knowledge concatenations. 
Similarly, if F is an implementable D.I. SWC and f and 4 are D.I. 
allocations in F, any common knowledge concatenation of 9 and 9 is in F. 
From now on we restrict our attention to SWF’s, F, which are closed 
under common knowledge concatenation. Also a,(o) # 0 for all t, w and f 
in F. One might infer, as a result, that we may restrict our theory to cases 
where D is a common knowledge event. But, this is wrong. If a SWC F is 
implementable separately on each B in I7 (i.e., consider e 1 B as a D.I. 
economy, and F 1 B as a SWC for e 1 B) by the same SOFf, it still may not 
be implementable. This remark will become more obvious after the follow- 
ing definition of monotonicity of a SWF F for a given D.I. economy e. 

In the sequel we will write for short C P(o, B) zi(...) and omit the sum- 
mation index when the summation is on w  ranging over the event on which 
P( ‘, ’ ) has been conditioned. 

M ( MONOTONICITY). 

Given B and B’ in n with a: B’ -+ B and given a selection Ei E F 1 B one 
also has (%(a~)),,~, E F I B’ whenever the following two conditions hold: 

(i) For every t in T, LY is I;T,-measurable. (We then say that a preser- 
ves the information structure.) I.e., for every t E T, and for every B; E If,, 
Bj c B; a(B;) c B, for some B, E II,, B, c B. 

(ii) For every t in T, every o in B’, and every 9: B’ + A and 4: B -+ A 
s.t. ‘do’ E B’, $(a’) = P(ao’); the following holds: 

implies 

A special but nontrivial case of the above condition occurs when B = B’ 
but a is not the identity. The meaning of the condition is easily understood 
from its use in the proof of the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 1. A social welfare correspondence F which is implemented 
on an economy e satisfying DIl to D14 is monotonic. 

Proof: Let G be a D.I. equilibrium such that the D.I. allocation f (n(. )) 
belongs to F and for o in B: 2(o) =f (c(o)). We claim that the strategy T- 
list IJ’ defined by: o’(w) = a(o) for o 4 B’ and a’(w) = a(aw) for CO E B’, is 
also a D.I. equilibrium, if (i) and (ii) of M are satisfied. Condition (i) 
implies that G’ is well defined. If C’ were not a D.I. equilibrium then some 
agent, say t, informed of Z,(w), CO E B’, has a better response than o,(Z,(crw)) 
yielding ~(co’), where his share is J?~(o’) for each w’ in Z,(o). 

However, condition (ii) implies that agent t can successfully defect from 
~~ when informed of Z,(ao)-a contradiction to the assumption that B is a 
D.I. equilibrium. Hence CJ’ is also a D.I. equilibrium and for all 
WEB’: f(o'(co))=fr(crw). 

If condition D13’ is assumed instead of D13, then CI also has to preserve 
every agent’s endowment, i.e., fi(o)=ti(ao) for o in B’. The feasibility 
condition for allocations also has to be appropriately adjusted. The follow- 
ing example will help illustrate both the definition of monotonicity and the 
theorem. 

EXAMPLE 2. There are three agents, four equally probable states of 
nature Q = {w,, w2, o+, 04}, and one good. 

owment of each agent is one for each state of nature. The agents’ 
partition are (oi, 02} { COG, ~0~) for agent 1, {wz, w3) (wl, w4j for agent 
2, and {w, wj) (wz, w4} for agent 3. The utility functions are as given in 
the table below 

1 2x 2X x x 
2 x 7x I. 2x X 

3 2x x 2x x 

Consider the social welfare function 2 given in the next table. 

1 1.5 1.5 0 1 
2 0 1.5 1.5 i 
3 1.5 0 1.5 1 

This social welfare function is symmetric and maximizes agents’ ex ante 
expected utility subject to being symmetric. e want to show that this 
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allocation, considered as a social welfare correspondence is not monotonic. 
Consider c(: Sz + Q, a(~,) = wq, i= l,..., 4. It is clear that a satisfies the 
measurability condition (i) in the definition of monotonicity. The ,+?(a~‘) in 
part (ii) of the definition is the allocation which arises when 2 is “jumbled” 
according to 01. g(clw’) yields ~(0~) for every state. Thus each agent gets 
one unit independent of the state of nature. Consider agent 1. If he observes 
the event {w1,02} his utility from a(ao’) is p(xl,I,(o,))u(o,, l)+ 
p(02,1i(01))u(wz, 1)=$*2+&*2=2. Let i(o) be some allocation and 
p(o’) = ;(a~‘); j(o) = i(04) given our a. If j(w’) is preferred by agent 1 to 
i(ao’), we must have &(w, 9(wl)) + $4a2, P(02), 9(02)) > a. This 
implies j(wr)+j(c+)>2 and thus 2(04) > 1. This of course implies that 
i(o) is preferred to a(co) in the event that agent 1 sees event (w,, 04). 
Hypothesis (ii) of the definition is thus satisfied. A SWC F which contains 
the allocation Z(w) must also contain i(aw) if it is monotonic. 

It is easy to see why Z(cro) must be an equilibrium outcome of any SOF 
for which a(w) is an equilibrium outcome. If a(o) is an equilibrium out- 
come for some SOF, there exist strategies (r,(o)),, T which are equilibrium 
strategies and yield a(o). But r:(m) = r,(ao) = z,(m,) yields x(&o) and any 
outcome which might prevent (z:(w)),, T from being an equilibrium will 
also prevent (z,(o)),, T from being an equilibrium as well. 

For the next proposition a slightly stronger monotonicity condition is 
assumed. In general, it is not a necessary condition for implementation, but 
it is necessary for certain kinds of implementation. This result is stated as a 
corollary to the next proposition. 

S*M (SLIGHTLY STRONGER MONOTONICITY). Same as M except in (ii) 
a( .) for e./ E B, o’$cc(B’) is defined: a(~‘) = zi(o’). 

Next a condition on the informational structure of the D.I. economy e is 
introduced, which together with the S*M condition will yield an implemen- 
tation result. 

NE1 (Nonexclusivity in Information). For all w  in Q and t in T: 
&,, I,,(o) = (co}. Also # T3 3. 

No agent has exclusively private information. In the example of Section 2 
a much stronger assumption was satisfied; for all w  and t: Z,(a) = (0). 

PROPOSITION 2. Given a D.Z. economy e satisfying DIl, D12, D13, and 
NEI, a SWC F satisfying S2M is implementable. 

ProoJ: We construct a SOF which implements F. First, each agent t’s 
acts are defined: 
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s;=Z7, 

s:=(ka4A} 

s;=(0,2,3,...)u{a:D4Q) 

s,=s:xs:xs;. 

We denote s3 = # (t E T / s: # 0} and definefseparately for different sub- 
sets of S 

D, = set I 3~~s~ s.t. n s: = iti), 38E~s.t. 
tET 

The acts combinations in D, exhibit complete unanimity. 

D,=(s~S/s~=l, 3rETs.t. sz=c(: Q4Q and for each 
t E T, CI is ITTT,-measurable; 30 E Q s.t. 
n t+r~;= (0); 3ScF s.t. Vt#t, s;=S; enoting 
B = I(W) and B’ z I($:), s:(o) = s3(cm) for w  E B’ and 
s~(w)=Si(o) for oeB\B’}. 

For s in D2 all the agents except one, z, act as they act in D,. Agent z 
e implicitly claims that the true state is in si, and the 
ia CI. For convenience we will denote f(o) = s:(o) for o E 

2(w) =sf(o) for o E B. The conditions on a, 3, and 4 are those in the 
statements of the conditions M and S’M. Define 

The set of strategies combinations II2 is the disjoint muon of D, an 
We define 

D, = {s E S / s3 = 0, s $ D, but there are 1’ and 

s;,, s.t. (s 1 s;,)E Dl} u (SES Is3 = 1 but s&D,) 

D, = S\(D, u D2 u D3). 
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Define 
k=max{s:) tETands::Q+Qcountsas l}, 

K={tETIs:=E}andk=#K 

f(s) = 2(O) SEDl 

= a(o) SED, 

= f(6) 

=o SE& 

=w/kto tEK,Oto t$K, SED‘j. 

On D, those that announce highest s: divide equally w  where announc- 
ing CI counts 1. As a result only s in D, can be a D.I. equilibrium act. 
is a D.I. equilibrium ej: IT,-+ l7, for all t so that there exists 01: 
which is I;T,-measurable for all t and such that a(1,(w)) = 0:(1,(o)) for al 
OJEQ. 

Hence “truth” is a D.I. equilibrium. More precisely defining for ar 
arbitrary S in F: 0:(1,(o)) = S, 0:(1,(w)) = I,(o), and CT = 0 for all t and Q 
we get a D.I. equilibrium whose D.I. allocation is f. An agent can affect th: 
outcome by defecting from (r only if he is not better off. He can play an ac 
which will move s from D1 to D, or D,. 

However there may be an equilibrium o where CT: is not always trut 
i.e., the 01 induced by ts is not the identity. In this case the induced 
allocation is in F by S2M condition. Otherwise there will be an agent z whc 
will act as described by D,. 

If the function M of D, or M(i), CC: B’ + B is onto (for all B’ E II), 
conditions M and S*M coincide. The proof of Proposition 2 also implies: 

COROLLARY 1. Suppose that for a given D.I. economy and SWC F, I 
SQF f as described in the proof of Proposition 2 implements 4;. Then 1 
satisfies the S2M condition. 

If the initial endowments are not constant over D it has to be assurec 
that they are constant on every B in IT. In addition to the restriction on S 
as that described after the proof of Proposition 1, S: must be restricted tc 
those B,‘s in IT, where t’s endowment is his true one. 

Remark. Propositions 1 and 2 extend Maskin’s [7] implementation 
results as applied to economic environments (see Hurwicz, Maskin, an< 
Postlewaite [6] )). 

Next we wish to discuss the relationship between our impl~rn~~tati~~ 
results and the literature on partial equilibrium models using we 
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equilibrium as the solution concept, e.g. the literature on implicit contracts, 
the principal-agent problem, auctions, optimal taxation, etc. In these latter 
models some agents typically have private information; at least one agent 
can distinguish two states which cannot be distinguished by any other 
agents. Thus these informational structures do not satisfy our non- 
exclusivity of information assumption. Hence our theorem giving sufficient 
conditions for implementation does not apply. These models rely on self 
selection for implementation. If the strategic outcome function gives an 
agent the proper incentive to “reveal” his information, it is not necessary 
that any other agent possess this information. Our sufficiency results focus 
on the informational structure. Note, however, that monotonicity remains 
a necesssary condition independent of the informational structure and the 
number of agents. 

Consider a differential information economy e satisfying DIl-DI4 and a 
social welfare correspondence F. We will now define a concept of self selec- 
tion for an agent z. 

SS* (SELF-SELECTION). A SWC satisfies self-selection on BE II if for any 
ZET, CO~,W~EB, and any ~-EF: 

where j is defined as follows, 

if lil zL(dn ULr I,(o)) E o’ then g(o) = lfw’) and 

if ia = f,b) n (n tfs I,(o)) then j(o) = 0. 

The intersection in the previous line is at most a single point by our 
assumption D14. This definition is essentially the same as used in many 
other models except that we include the possibility that the intersection is 
empty. 

To understand better the meaning of self-selection, consider a situation 
where the allocation 2 from the definition above is obtained in an 
equilibrium of a SOF. By the revelation principle (see, e.g., Myerson [IO] 
or Postlewaite and Schmeidler [14] for a statement in the present model) 
there is a revelation outcome function for which truth is an equilibrium 
yielding 2. For a state of nature wl, agent z could announce some event 
other than the true event, Ir(w’). The false statement may or may not be 
detectable, i.e., the intersection of his announced (false) event, I,(w,) with 
the true events announced by others, n,, I Il(w’) may be empty or a 
singleton, 0’. (Detection of a deviation from truth is in general weaker than 
detection of the deviator.) Assuming that the worst outcome for z for those 
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states in which a lie has been detected is that he consumes the bundle 0, 
then the revelation outcome function must result in an outcome no worse 
for r than j for this announcement. Hence, if the inequality in the definition 
is not satisfied, 2 cannot be an equilibrium outcome for the revelation 
game. So a fortiori, 2 cannot be an equilibrium for any SOF. 

Formally, we have just proved the following: 

PROPOSITION 3. Given a D.I. economy e satisfying DIl to D14, a D.I. 
allocation L? is an equilibrium outcome for some SOF only if it satisfies self- 
selection. 

The D.I. allocation 2 above is considered a SWC which is a singleton. 

COROLLARY 2. A social welfare correspondence F which is implemented 
on an economy e satisfying DIl to DI4 satisfies self-selection. 

Proof By definition of implementation, there must be an SOF f such 
that every allocation in the SWC is an equilibrium outcome for J: But by 
the proposition, each allocation must then satisfy self-selection. Hence the 
correspondende F satisfies self-selection. Q.E.D. 

In the definition of self-selection it is implicitly assumed that the worst 
outcome for an agent is to receive zero consumption. This comes from the 
definition of p(o) =0 in the case that a lie has been detected, i.e., 
I*(Q) r-7 (n fZT Ir(aZ)). One might consider outcomes ,which include the 
possibility of “punishments” in addition to the confiscation of initial 
endowment. Self-selection could then be redefined with the utility of 
punishment replacing the utility of zero consumption. 

The problem we are dealing with here arises in the case that the 
deviation of a single agent from truth telling in the revelation game may be 
detectable. The statement above regarding the possibility of punishment 
has to do with the case in which there is a positive probability that such 
deviations may be detected. There is also the possibility that for some 
information structures such deviations are never detectable. This is the case 
when for a common knowledge event B the individuals’ partitions 
Cut I BL T are qualitatively independent on B. (I.e., fi fE T B, # @ if for all 
t E T, B, E n, 1 B.). Clearly any deviation from truth, when restricted to B, is 
undetectable. This is the information structure for the standard private 
values auction models, for example. A special case of qualitative indepen- 
dent is where one agent, say z, has complete information on B, i.e., for each 
o E B, I,(o) = {o>, and for any other agent t # z, I,(w) = B. This is the 
information structure for the prototypical principal-agent problem. 

If qualitative independence describes an information structure in which 
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no deviation from truth in the revelation game will be detected, the other 
extreme, i.e., that any such deviation will be detected is implied by the con- 
dition of non-exclusive information. In this case, S(w) in the definition of 
self-selection equals 0 for every w, and hence self-selection is trivially 
satisfied for any allocation .?. 

We will now discuss an extension of Proposition 2 by substituting NEI 
by S.S. 

CONJECTURE 1. Given a DI economy e with # T> 2 satisfy 
a SWC F satisjjing SS and a stronger monotonicity condition 
table. 

Instead of defining precisely what we mean by a stronger monotonicity 
condition, let us return to the proof of Proposition 2. The strategic 
come function used in the proof of this proposition is not well defin 
NE1 is not satisfied. Specifically, the set n t -f T s: in the definition of Dz will 
not always be a singleton. This difficulty can be remedied if we define in D2 

With this redefined SOF, any 2 E F will be a DI equilibrium allocation. 
This part of the proof of Proposition 2 carries over when NH is replaced 
by SS. The problem arises in that there may be equilibria for this SOP 
which are not in F. A strengthening of monotonicity which suffices for the 
conjecture to be true is to assume a fortiori that these equilibria are con- 
tained in the SWC. This condition could be stated directly in terms of the 
SWC FT but it would be even more cumbersome than the conditions M 
and S’M. 

To the extent that monotonicity (M) and the stronger monotonicity con- 
dition suggested above differ, we have not provided necessary and sufficient 
conditions for implementation. This remains an open problem. 

4. EQUILIBRIA OF REVELATION Ou~com FmcTaoms 

Given a D.I. economy e and a SOF S denote by E* the set of 
equilibria for (e, f ). Given an equilibrium (r* in E* one can construct, by 
the revelation principle, an outcome function g = g(e,f, d”), where truth is 
a D.I. equilibrium of g resulting in the same outcome as B*. One can also 
construct a SOF h = h(e,S, E*) associated with e,S and the set of all D.I. 
equilibria of (e,f). It will be referred to as the extended revelation outcome 
function. The agents are asked to reveal their private information and the 
equilibrium strategy CT* E E* they agreed upon. In our interpretation the 

642,'3911-3 
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agents discuss and reach a nonbinding agreement about the equilibrium 
strategy to be used in the revelation game. Thus “extended truth” means 
the true private information and the equilibrium strategy are agreed upon 
unanimously. 

Formally we define for all t in T and all o in Sz: S:(w) = 17,X*. If for all t 
in T agent t plays (B,, ~$1 then h(((B,, oT)L~ T) =f((oW,)),, T). Clearly, 
“extended truth” is D.I. equilibrium for (e, h). 

There are several drawbacks to the revelation principle. First, for each 
D.I. equilibrium C* of (e,J‘) a separate SOF g is constructed. This is taken 
care of by the concept of extended revelation. Second, given such a SOF it 
may have D.I. equilibria in adition to the truth. Furthermore, these 
aditional equilibria may yield outcomes which are not equilibrium out- 
comes of the original SOF J: Such examples are presented by (among 
others) Postlewaite and Schmeidler [ 151 and Repullo [IS]. Another draw- 
back not dealt with here is the possibility that the revelation outcome 
function is much more complicated than the original SOF. 

PROPOSITION 5. Let g be the revelation SOF associated with a SOFf, a 
D.1. economy e, and a D.I. equilibrium Q* of (e, f ). Suppose that for all t in 
T: (g+?( B,) 1 B, E II, = Stg} = S, 5 S{. Then every D.I. equilibrium outcome of 
(e.g.) is also an equilibrium outcome of (e, f ). 

ProoJ Let 08 be a D.I. equilibrium of (e, g) and let cr’ be the induced 
strategies list for (e, f). That is, for all t and o: oj(B,) = o:(Bj), where 
B: = g,g(B,). By definition cr’ yields the same outcome as og. 

If, by way of negation, 4 is not an equilibrium strategy for (e,f) then for 
some t, 0: is not a best response to 6’. Let then 0,( *) be a better response. 
But by the condition of the proposition, for each B, in Z7, there exists B; in 
S; such that o:(B:) = B,(B,). Hence cr,” is not a best response to c+, a con- 
tradiction. Q.E.D. 

This result has been independently derived by Repullo [lS]; a variant 
for complete information economies was obtained by Hurwicz [S]. We can 
also state the condition analogous to that of Proposition 3 that prevents 
equilibria outcomes additional to those of the extended truthful revelation. 
Indeed the condition in Proposition 6, which follows, is weaker than that 
of Proposition 5 since the set of all equilibria strategies may use more acts 
than used by one specific equilibrium in this set. 

PROPOSITION 6. Iffor all t in T every act in S, = S-f in (e, f ), oft is used 
by some equilibrium strategy of t at some w, then the D.I. equilibria 
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allocations of the extended revelation SOF h ( and e) coincide with those of 

The proof of Proposition 6 is a repetition of the proof of Proposition 5. 
As promised we return to Example 1 in the Introduction. Recall that t 

example had the property that a revelation outcome function was designed 
so that the desired outcome (b, a) was an equilibrium outcome, but that for 
this SQF, (a, b) was also an equlibrium outcome. We wiIl now demonstrate 
a non-revelation SOF for which (b, a) is an equilibrium outcome and (a, h) 
is not. Let the set of actions available to agents 2 and 3 remain the same. 
For them the game remains a “revelation game.” Let agent 1 have the set of 
actions consisting of two elements, {A, I>. The SOF will be as follows: If 
agent 4. chooses A, the outcome is as in the earlier SOF: if agents 2 and 3 
disagree in their announcements, the outcome is c. If they both announce 
or, the outcome is b and if they announce w2, the outcome is a. If agent 1 
chooses Z and 2 and 3 disagree in their announcements, c is again the out- 
come. The outcomes in the case that 1 chooses Z and 2 and 3 agree are 
reversed, however, agreement on or yields a and agreement of w2 yields 6. 
As before (b, a) is an equilibrium outcome (arising from the strategies A for 
1 and truthful revelation for 2 and 3). Now (a, b) is not an equilibrium out- 
come. For any strategy triple giving rise to (a, b), agent 1 can change his 
strategy from Z to A (or the reverse) and change the outcome from (a, 5) SO 
(b, a). Since (b, a) is preferred by I, (a, b) is not an equilibrium outcome, 
Thus, as we promised, we have constructed an SOF such that (b, a) is an 
equilibrium outcome but (a, b) is not. 

A few comments are in order. First, the strategy set for agent 1, (A, Zj 
can be thought of as accepting the announcements of agents 2 and 3 or 
inverting them. They correspond roughtly to the 01 in S3 of the strategy 
definition of the set of acts in the proof of Proposition 2. Agent 1 is given a 
strategy set here which allows him to “unjumble” the “jumbled announ- 
cements of agents 2 and 3. 

The second point to be made concerns Proposition 5. That proposition 
states that given an equilibrium allocation no new equilibrium allocations 
would be added in the induced revelation zone if the strategies of the 
agents were onto their act spaces. Note that for an equilibrium which gives 
rise to (b, a), agent 1 is playing either A or Z, but not both. (There are two 
equilibria which yield (b, a)). Thus, agent Z’s strategy is not onto his act 
space, and indeed, the induced revelation game has an additional 
equilibrium outcome (a, b) as we saw in the Introduction 

The last point is that it may seem strange that giving agent 1, who has 
no information, a choice can eliminate the equilibrium outcome which is 
bad from his point of view, while preserving the good one. The point of the 
example is simply to demonstrate that the set of equilibrium outcomes can 
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be shrunk if we extend our attention from revelation SOF’s to non- 
revelation SOF’s. It is worthwhile to observe that there are still several 
equilibria in the non-revelation SOF that give rise to the same outcome. 
The manner in which the one equilibrium is eliminated is somewhat distur- 
bing. 

Bibliographic Note. Since this paper was written, there has been 
additional related work by Blume and Easley [2] and Palfrey and 
Srivastava [ 11, 121. 
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